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Lastly, if U be the shear at any point of the rod we have by
equation (3) of Art. 11        ^=~S = ~"^S...............(5)*
It is evident that the two arcs AB, BC of the rod must have the same tangent at B and therefore the same value of dyjdx. It follows from the first of equations (3) that the stress couples on each side of B are equal; the two arcs have therefore the same curvature. But the shears on each side of jB differ by the pressure jR2, and therefore there is an abrupt ehange in the value of d^yjdx? at a point of support.
These equations are sufficient to determine the stresses when the terminal conditions are known. But the integrations must be effected for each span separately and the conditions at the points of junction allowed for. To shorten the mathematical labour we require some method of passing over a point of discontinuity. This is effected by the theorem or equation of the three moments, by which a relation is found between the stress couples at any three successive points of support.
19. Equation of the three moments*. Let us integrate (2) over the length J5Q of the rod. The limits for every term, except the last, are #?= 0 to %, and for the last term x= % to x. We thus have
-f3) = L*-Wt*-fr,,*-±W(ai-&......(6)
where  /? is  the  inclination  of the  rod  at  B  to  the  horizon. Integrate again,
K(y-fa) = ±Lrf-lU>aP-£wa*-kW(x-g)*......(7).
Eliminating t72 between (2) and (7) aud writing L = Kd^yjdx*, we have
6K (y - &x) = (L + 2i2) a2 + lwx* + W%(x- f) (Zx - f) .. .(8).
This equation holds at any point Q between H and G. When Q lies between B and H, the term with W is to be omitted.
Since U2 does not appear in the equation, it also holds when Q
* The theorem of the three moments in its first form is due to Clapeyron, Comptes Rendus, 1857, Tome XLV. ; but it has been greatly extended since then. A sketch of these changes is given by Heppel in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, 1870, vol. xix. The extension to include the case of variable flexural rigidity is due to Webh, Proceedings of the Carnb. Phil. Soc. 1886, vol. vi. The allowance for the yielding of the supports is given by K. Pearson, Messenger of Mathematics, 1890, vol. xix.

